Kinetic and mechanistic analysis of the Escherichia coli ribD-encoded bifunctional deaminase-reductase involved in riboflavin biosynthesis.
Riboflavin is biosynthesized by most microorganisms and plants, while mammals depend entirely on the absorption of this vitamin from the diet to meet their metabolic needs. Therefore, riboflavin biosynthesis appears to be an attractive target for drug design, since appropriate inhibitors of the pathway would selectively target the microorganism. We have cloned and solubly expressed the bifunctional ribD gene from Escherichia coli, whose three-dimensional structure was recently determined. We have demonstrated that the rate of deamination (370 min (-1)) exceeds the rate of reduction (19 min (-1)), suggesting no channeling between the two active sites. The reductive ring opening reaction occurs via a hydride transfer from the C 4- pro-R hydrogen of NADPH to C'-1 of ribose and is the rate-limiting step in the overall reaction, exhibiting a primary kinetic isotope effect ( (D) V) of 2.2. We also show that the INH-NADP adduct, one of the active forms of the anti-TB drug isoniazid, inhibits the E. coli RibD. On the basis of the observed patterns of inhibition versus the two substrates, we propose that the RibD-catalyzed reduction step follows a kinetic scheme similar to that of its structural homologue, DHFR.